Tuberculosis (TB) and its diagnosis are of great importance in the middle-east, according to the increasing burden of this disease and the large number of unreported cases. Less than 20% of all TB cases only have extra-pulmonary manifestations and breast TB is a rare form of extra-pulmonary TB. It includes about 1% of all breast lesions.

Case Presentation:
This study presents an 83 year-old breast TB female case with the complaints of fatigue, lethargy, and fever. In the physical examination, the patient had a discharging abscess in upper outer quadrant of her right breast associated with edema and erythema, accompanied with multiple axillary and supraclavicular adenopathies. Imaging showed multiple cervical, axillary, and abdominal adenopathies. Clinical manifestations were highly suggestive of inflammatory breast carcinoma. Further investigations, including lymph node biopsy and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) helped with the diagnosis of TB in the patient. The patient was treated with quadruple therapy of TB.

Conclusion:
Because of its nonspecific clinical features, TB mastitis is often being misdiagnosed and underreported. Early diagnosis of breast TB could reduce patients’ morbidity and also facilitate an effective treatment of patients with inflammatory breast lesions. TB should be the first differential diagnosis of granulomatous mastitis.
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INTRODUCTION
Tuberculosis (TB) is of great importance in the middle east, as it is not yet under control [1]. Also, about 30% of TB cases are being underreported in the middle-east [1, 2]. About 18% of tuberculosis cases only have extra-pulmonary manifestations. Breast TB is an extremely rare form of extra-pulmonary TB with prevalence of 1% of all breast lesions. It’s prevalence is higher in endemic areas (4%) [3]. TB mastitis most commonly presents itself with pain and as breast masses particularly in a woman [3]. Although it has been reported in men as well [4]. Thus, breast TB is a differential diagnosis for breast masses as well as breast carcinoma [5, 6].

CASE PRESENTATION
The case was an 83 year-old woman presented with fatigue, lethargy, fever, and axillary and supraclavicular adenopathies from several months ago. In physical examination, both breasts were edematous and erythematous and the skin was thickened in both breasts. There was an abscess in the upper outer quadrant of the right breast with a discharging sinus. In the past medical history, the patient had chronic kidney disease, ischemic heart disease, and hypertension, and she was under treatment with 50 mg Losartan daily. Laboratory findings included hemoglobin = 9.5, creatinine=1.3, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR = 146), C-reactive protein (CRP = 74), lactic acid dehydrogenase (LDH = 533), and creatine phosphokinase (CPK = 499), which increased to 860. Echocardiography and chest X-ray only revealed cardiomegaly. Sonography revealed multiple adenopathies with cystic changes in jugular and supraclavicular chains and multiple significant hypoechoic adenopathies in both axillas plus multiple hypoechoic masses with necrotic changes in upper outer quadrant of the right breast up to 4×3×2.5cm due to abscess. In the mammography, there was bilateral skin thickening plus bilateral axillary adenopathies. Thoracoabdominal CT-scan showed infiltration in upper lobe of the left lung and paraaortic and internal and external iliac adenopathies. Spine and brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were normal. Core-needle biopsy (CNB) from the abscess wall showed non-specific inflammatory reaction. The diagnosis was finally established by histopathology of axillary lymph node biopsy, which showed necrotizing lymphadenitis and acid fast stain-
ing of the specimen was positive. Also, Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) was positive for TB bacilli. The patient was treated with quadruple therapy of TB with isoniazid, rifampin, pyrazinamide and ethambutol.

**DISCUSSION**

Clinical manifestations of breast TB are clinically and radiologically nonspecific, making it difficult to be diagnosed [7]. The main clinical features of TB mastitis include pain, lump, ulcer, abscess and less frequently Peau d’orange appearance and nipple purulent discharge. Lumps are usually solitary and located in the central or upper outer quadrant of the breast and abscesses could have discharging sinuses [8]. These clinical findings are similar to those of inflammatory breast carcinoma [5]. Inflammatory breast carcinoma distinctly presents itself with tenderness, warmth, and enlargement of involved breast; dermatologic manifestations include palpable masses, erythema, edema, induration, and Peau d’orange appearance [9]. TB mastitis is classified to 5 categories, including nodular tubercular mastitis, disseminated or confluent tubercular mastitis, sclerosing tubercular mastitis, tuberculuous mastitis obliterans, and acute milialy tubercular mastitis [10]. About 35% of lesions in TB mastitis are compatible with malignancy in the physical examination; while about 45% of them have radiological features suggesting malignancy diagnosis [6]. Several methods are available to evaluate breast TB. Since patients with TB mastitis are usually being misdiagnosed and undergo numerous investigations, the most specific and sensitive modality to establish the diagnosis should be chosen. Mantoux test is not useful as it is usually positive in adults, especially in endemic areas [8]. None of the radiological investigations, such as mammography, CT-scan and MRI, are useful in the diagnosis [8]. Mammography cannot differentiate between TB and carcinoma; yet it may help reduce the number of false positive cases of carcinoma, if the degree of density and trabecular thickening is evaluated carefully [11]. Mammogram in TB mastitis reveals lesions that are equal to their clinical size, unlike in breast carcinoma [12]. Disseminated variety of TB mastitis mimics inflammatory carcinoma and the radiographs show dense breast with thickened skin. These pictures lack the classic halo sign, which is found in fibroadenoma of the breast [13]. Disseminated variety mimics inflammatory carcinoma and the radiographs show dense breast with thickened skin. These pictures lack the classic halo sign, which is found in fibroadenoma of the breast [13]. Disseminated variety mimics inflammatory carcinoma and the radiographs show dense breast with thickened skin. These pictures lack the classic halo sign, which is found in fibroadenoma of the breast [13]. Disseminated variety mimics inflammatory carcinoma and the radiographs show dense breast with thickened skin.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) was positive for TB bacilli. The patient was treated with quadruple therapy of TB with isoniazid, rifampin, pyrazinamide and ethambutol.

**Figure 1:** Hypoechoic Shadowing Irregular Border Mass

**MRI of the breast reveals nonspecific features such as breast abscess.** As well as CT-scan, MRI could be useful in determining extra-mammary involvement of the infection [8]. Furthermore, fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) and CNB can be used for the diagnosis.

FNAC of inflammatory breast lesions is useful for diagnosis of TB mastitis. It’s performance is higher when it is performed by a pathologist and is accompanied with further workups, such as microbiologic culture [16]. The FNACs sensitivity for breast tuberculosis is 73% when epithelioid cell granulomas and necrosis are seen [17], as a result FNAC may be inconclusive in a tubercular breast abscess and absence of acid fast bacilli cannot exclude TB mastitis [8]. Culture seems to be the gold standard for breast TB diagnosis; yet there are limitations, including the long duration required and frequent negative results [8]. PCR is highly sensitive, especially when the specimen is negative in culture. In the case of TB mastitis, PCR could help diagnose 50% of cases, which had been reported as granulomatous inflammation on cytology [18]. Thus, PCR is not absolute in diagnosing breast TB, because of the large number of false negative cases [19]. Histopathologic studies on specimen, which are obtained through open biopsy of breast lesions (lump, ulcer, sinus or from wall of the suspected tubercular breast abscess) almost always establishes the diagnosis of tuberculosis [12, 17]. Histological feature of TB mastitis is granulomatous inflammation [8]. Differential diagnosis of granulomatous inflammation of breast are tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, Wegner’s granulomatous, and idiopathic granulomatous mastitis [5].

Breast TB is mostly misdiagnosed due to its nonspecific manifestations and patients mostly undergo several investigations before the diagnosis is established. Since treatment of TB differs from other inflammatory lesions of the breast and also mal-treatment may cause more morbidity than the disease itself, a high index of suspicion is required for timely diagnosis [8]. Furthermore, TB should be the first differential diagnosis of granulomatous mastitis if it is in an endemic area [20] and/or when a breast abscess resists against adequate drainage and treatment with antibiotics, and if there is persistent discharging sinuses, the most appropriate modalities for diagnosing breast TB are histopathologic evaluation of abscess wall biopsy and culture [8].
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